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These Hot Perks Show How Covid-19 Has Changed 
Worker Benefits 
By Hannah MillerOctober 2, 2020 

Employees doing their jobs from home hasn’t meant the end of workplace benefits, but 

is changing what some of the popular offerings look like. 

Creators of the new perks are trying to think outside the box. They’re providing unusual 

options like personal identity protection, virtual cooking classes and even a place where 

employees can buy a back-friendly ergonomic chair for that new desk in the living room. 

“Employees want more than just cash nowadays,” said Skylar Elisberg, VP of 

partnerships at ThrivePass, a web platform that offers a digital marketplace. 

Here are some of the more innovative benefits we found. 

Keeping Data Safe 

With the surge in scams and fraud amid the pandemic, data security company Sontiq is 

seeing growing interest in its identity protection package called IdentityForce. 

The plan includes dark web monitoring, which scours websites, chat rooms and other 

sources to see if personal information is being illegally sold or traded. There’s also 

monitoring on social media, which checks for suspicious activity, hacked accounts and 

imposter profiles. 
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In addition, IdentityForce keeps tabs on credit reports and scores, as well as where a 

Social Security number is being used, and has family plan options that include identity 

theft protection for children as well. 

If an employee is a victim of identity theft, a team at Sontiq resolves the fraud. This can 

save the employee significant time and stress, which can ultimately improve their 

productivity, according to Donna Parent, chief marketing officer at Sontiq. 

She said that the pandemic has spurred consumer fraud, phishing emails and identity 

theft, and that Americans have become more vulnerable as people continue to work 

from home and children spend more time on the internet for recreation and virtual 

schooling. 

“There's a lot more opportunity right now for scammers and fraudsters to leap into 

action,” she said.  “Right now we're seeing an increase in organizations fully funding this 

as an employee benefit,” she added. 

IdentityForce can also be partially paid for by an employer and through payroll 

deductions, according to Parent. She said the product is offered at hundreds of 

workplaces that range from government agencies to the World Bank Group to BJ’s 

Wholesale Club. 

Parent also anticipates that companies’ interest in data security will only continue to 

grow in the coming months as Sontiq often sees a lot of tax fraud and data breaches 

near the end of the year.  

Promoting Fun 

Sometimes benefits are being changed to fit the new Covid-19 reality. 

At Ten Spot sales had already been growing before the pandemic, according to co-

founder Sammy Courtright. 

The company ordinarily works with employers to provide on-site perks like cooking 

classes, yoga sessions and comedy hours. When standard workplaces began to 

disappear and workers started to shelter at home, Ten Spot had to reinvent its lineup to 

keep up the sales momentum. 

The company now offers 30 sessions each week that employees can access through a 

digital platform. With a cooking class, for example, employees can buy the ingredients 



themselves or with an employer-funded gift card and follow along with a chef on video 

to make a meal at home. 
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Courtright said Ten Spot’s offerings, which also include an employee chat platform, help 

employers promote a sense of community among workers. 

“The largest piece of feedback we got from our customers is ‘How do we make people 

feel like they work for the same company when we're no longer in the same place?’” 

Ten Spot works with more than 450 companies nationwide and its services are paid for 

fully by employers. 

Another on-site benefits provider, Wellable, also had to move some of its offerings 

online, according to company president Nick Patel. Wellable partners with more than 

500 companies to deliver on-site perks like workout classes and seminars. 

The fitness sessions are professionally filmed and then made available online for on-

demand viewing —there were sound and video quality issues with showing them live, 

according to Patel. 

The seminars have since become webinars. Patel said there’s been growing interest in 

the sessions related to financial and mental health as the stresses of the pandemic 

mount.   

The company is expecting interest to grow in the upcoming months as employers often 

use this time of year to educate employees about their health benefits. 

“We even built out a virtual health fair offering,” he said. 

Customization 

For ThrivePass, its service was already online. The problem was making it more 

relevant. 
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ThrivePass provides a web platform where employees can view and manage their 

employee benefits, and a digital marketplace where workers can spend stipends that 

their employers give them. 

The money can be used for things like fitness classes, child or pet care and spa 

treatments, depending on what the employer wants to make available. 

But the pandemic limited the accessibility of some these experiences. ThrivePass, 

which works with about 550 companies, decided to roll with the times and update the 

options, according to Elisberg, its VP of partnerships. 

He said the company partnered with food-delivery service DoorDash to include meal 

orders as a marketplace option. ThrivePass also added payments towards ergonomic 

office furniture. 

To attract top talent and differentiate themselves, Elisberg sees employers trying hard to 

add standout perks to bill themselves as a positive place to work, even if workers aren’t 

physically coming into the office. 

“You've seen the proliferation of what I would call a keeping up with the Joneses effect,” 

Elisberg said. 
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